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Abstract. Due to technological progress, wearability will also significantly increase the
application of touch in daily life, one of the challenges in the wearable environment is to
provide secure communications. User authentication is a mechanism used to provide the
secure communication in this environment. This paper proposes a wearables environment
authentication protocol based on chaotic mapping. The formal security of the scheme is
analyzed, and the informal security is analyzed, which proves that the scheme has strong
resistance to various known attacks. Our solution outperforms existing alternatives in
terms of security and communication costs.
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1. Introduction. Wearable devices (WDs) is the general term of electronic products,
which can be worn on the body and can send and transmit information. It is not only
a hardware device, but also needs data interaction and cloud interaction supported by
software to achieve its powerful functions. In recent years, these devices such as smart
watches, intelligent sneakers, intelligent glasses are being used by more and more people
[1-2]. Smart devices has become a new way of communication and way of life, they
are in addition to our regular cognitive function and many other powerful features, for
example, electronic watches can not only check the time can also display the moon and
seasons, and can set every hour, every 15 minutes, and a calendar. A number of wearable
products on the market are fitness trackers and assistants, wearable timers and sensors.
Wearable devices play a very important role in many fields. For example, in medical
applications, smart glasses and other wearables will become as ubiquitous as stethoscopes
and sphygmometers in medical offices, giving health professionals not only a new tool to
deliver high-quality care, but also to help them strengthen personal relationships with
patients [3]. Wearable devices also have important applications in the military field,
which can introduce actual combat applications to improve the warfighter’s situational
awareness, data display and command and communication functions. Since wearable
devices can collect and store information, they become the main target for attackers to
obtain such data, which makes the issue of privacy protection particularly important. In
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a digital environment, the user’s mobile terminal gets personal sensitive information from
WDs. Therefore, in order to provide secure communication between mobile terminals and
WDs, a mutual authentication needs to be designed. Many domestic and international
technology companies have also set their sights on wearable devices.
Liu et al [4] developed a WDs authentication protocol based on asymmetric tripartite.
They use visible out-of-band channel (OOB) channel and Quick Response Code (QR-code)
to mutually authenticate mobile terminals and WDs. Sun et al [5] proposed a wearable
token system based on prudent key management and prudent communication mechanism,
which introduced the concept of transient authentication. However, the scheme does
not extend the functions of dynamic user addition, password update and smartphone
replacement. Unfortunately, these solutions [4-5] have no resistance to attacks on stolen
mobile devices/smartphones and stolen wearables.
For wearable devices, in the past few years have been discussed in many ways, but not
a kind of scheme can resist various attacks of the outside world, the user’s information
security problem is always faced with the risk of leakage, in the process of data transmission, how to protect information security is an important problem, therefore, We design
an authentication protocol based on fuzzy extraction technology to protect data. We designed a scheme with better performance, evaluated the performance of the protocol, and
compared it with other relevant schemes in terms of security, feasibility and calculation
cost. A hashing function based wearable authentication scheme was designed to prove
user ID, password P Si and key SKYi are secure.
We assume that the attacker A has the following abilities:
• A can monitor all communication between participants through open channels.
• A can delete, resend, modify, reroute and insert eavesdropping messages.
• A can delete all data stored in the legitimate user storage device.
• A cannot simultaneously know the user’s password or steal the user’s storage device.
• A cannot capture and update any messages over a reliable channel.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The scheme and its formal security are
presented in section 2. Next, section 3 makes a formal security analysis. Then, the fourth
section carries on the formal security verification. At the end of the paper, a summary is
given in section 5.

2. Proposed scheme. In this section, we propose a scheme of generating secret keys for
mutual verification using fuzzy extraction technology. Verification is carried out between
mobile/smart phone (Mi ) and wearable device (Wi ). If the verification is successful, the
secret session will be established. At this stage, the certificates required for authentication
are pre-loaded into the memory of Wi before the user’s Ui wears the device.
Our proposed scheme has used the following five phases:
Wearable devices pre-deployment phase: As described in section 2.1, the credentials required for authentication are pre-loaded in Wj ’s memory before the user Ui wears
the device.
Mobile terminal registration phase: The user stores the credentials in Mi memory,
the mutual authentication and formation of the session key SKYij between Mi and Wi ,
as described in section 2.2.
Login phase: At the login stage, Ui enters authentication information with the help of
Mi ’s sensor. If the information stored are genuine, then Mi sends the login information
to Wj through an open (unsafe) channel, as described in section 2.3.
Authentication and key agreement phase: After the login request from Mi is correctly checked Wj validate the message. If it is true, then Wj sends the authentication
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message to Mj . When this happens, Mi and Wj will authenticate with each other, and
both parties will calculate the session key SKYij , for reliable subsequent communication.
Password and biometric update phase: It permits the changing of Ui′ ’s password,
and also biometric information at the Mi locally on temporary basis, as discussed in section
2.5.
Therefore, assume that entities in the environment are synchronized with their clocks.
Fuzzy extraction is a kind of traditional biological hash technology, which is used for
biological recognition and verification. The fuzzy extraction technology proposed by Dodis
et al has two concepts: fuzzy extractor and security concept. Based on an already available
random vector, also known as a bio-hash key, bio-hash technology [6-7] can generate an
80-bit bio-hash code. The hash password is used to protect the biohash code that is
created and is also used to get zero error rates. Biometric patterns of the same person
(e.g, Voiceprint and fingerprint) may vary slightly with time [8]. Therefore, it is difficult
to create a different value BH(BMi′ ) from BMi′ of the same user Ui , where BH(·) is
a biological hash function. Therefore, if BMi′ and BMi are slightly different, we have
BH(BMi′ ) ̸= BH(BMi ). The fuzzy extractor using biological hashing method has two
functions, Gen(·) and Rep(·). The detailed description of Gen(·) and Rep(·) is provided
below.
Random character generation algorithm: Gen(ω) → (R, P ): input the user’s biometric
information, w through the random character generation algorithm, output a string R
corresponding to the user’s biometric characteristics as the user’s random key, and a
public information value P.
Random character recovery algorithm: Rep(ω ′ , p) → R: input of user Biometric w′ ,
and the corresponding user’s public information P. If the error of the two biological
characteristics that satisfy the input is within the given allowable range ε, That’s is
dis(ω, ω ′ ) ≤ ε, the string R corresponding to the user’s biometric will be output. All the
notations used in this paper are presented in Table 1.

2.1. Wearable devices pre-deployment phase. The steps performed in this phase
are as follows:
1) Assume that Ui have both Wj and Mi . Ui selects IDTWj and k is used as the random
key with unique identification of size 128 bits, respectively. Then he assesses the false
identity P IDTWj = h(IDTWj ∥ k).
2) Ui creates a random key KYWj of size all W is 128 bits and the time credential is
calculated as T P CWj = h(IDTWj ∥ KYWj ∥ RWj ), Where RWj is the timestamp of Wj at
registration.
3) Ui keeps the information {P IDTWj , T P CWj , G} is the generator of the elliptic curve
Ep (α1 , α2 )
4) Finally, Ui sends the voucher is {P IDTWj , T P CWj } to mobile terminal M.

2.2. Mobile terminal registration phase. Ui executes following steps:
1) The Ui selects his id IDTi and password P Si to impress his/her biometric BMi in
the flow of terminal Mi .
2) Ui chooses an integers m such that 24 ≤ m ≤ 28 as the fuzzy matching parameters.
3) After receiving the certificate {P IDTWj , T P CWj } from Wj through a safe passage,
Mi calculates the following:
All the notations used in this paper are presented in Table 1.
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Table 1. Notations
Symbol
Ui
Wj
Mi
IDTi , IDTWj
KYWj
P Si , BMi
T P CWj
Gen(·)
Rep(·)
t
CTX
RWj
h(·)
△T
||
⊕

Description
ith user
j th wearable device of Ui
Mobile terminal (smart phone) of Ui
Identify of Ui and his/her Wj
Secret key of Ui for his/her all Wj
Password and biometric template of Ui
Temporal credential of Wj
Fuzzy extractor probabilistic generation
Deterministic reproduction functions
Error tolerance threshold in Rep(·)
Current timestamp generated by X
Registration timestamp of Wj
One-way hash function
Maximum transmission delay
Concatenation operator
Bitwise XOR
′
′
HD(BMi , BMi ) Hamming distance between BMi and BMi
A
Adversary
Ep (a1 , a2 )
An elliptic curve over a finite field of order p
G
Generate Ep (a1 , a2 )

Gen(BMi ) = (αi , βi )
pi = h(IDTi ∥ P Si ∥ αi )mod m
qj = T P CWj ⊕ h(IDTi ∥ αi ∥ P Si ∥ P IDTWj )
rj = P IDTWj ⊕ h(IDTi ∥ αi ∥ P Si )
Where αi , βi , T P CWj and P IDTWj are biometric secret keys, public replication parameters, time certificates of Wj and false identities, respectively.
4) If Ui has n wearable devices Wj (j = 1, 2, 3..., n) , then Ui saves the data ⟨Gen(·), Rep(·),
m, G, βi , t, h(·), pi , {(qj , rj ) |j = 1, 2, 3, ..., n}⟩ for all n Wj s in Mi ’s memory. Figure 1 depicts the registration phase of mobile terminals.
2.3. Login phase. This stage requires the following steps:
1) Ui enters his identity IDTi and password P Si . He impresses his biometric BMi′
using Mi ’s sensors. Then Mi computes αi′ =Rep(BMi′ , βi ) such that HD(BMi′ , BMi ) ≤ t
and p′i = h(IDTi ∥ P Si ∥ αi′ ) mod m. Mi verifies if p′i = pi . If it is true, then Ui is found
to have given genuine credentials IDTi , P Si , BMi′ . Otherwise, this phase is halted by Mi
instantly.
2) If Mi wants to get information about Wj , Then extract rj and qj from the stored
Wj corresponding data. Mi further computes the following:
′
P IDTW
= rj ⊕ h(IDTi ∥ αi′ ∥ P Si )
j
′
′
T P CWj = qj ⊕ h(IDTi ∥ αi′ ∥ P Si ∥ P IDTW
)
j

3) Mi generates two random nonces rmt and a, the determined timestamp CTmt and
then calculates as follows:
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Figure 1. Mi registration phase

′
′
∥ CTmt ) ⊕ rmt
∥ T P CW
M1 = h(P IDTW
j
j
M2 = h(M1 ∥ rmt ∥ CTmt )
X = a.G

Then, Mi transfers the message ⟨M1 , M2 , X, CTmt ⟩ to Wj via open channel.
2.4. Authentication and key agreement phase. Wj and Mi perform the following
steps:
1) After receiving the login request of ⟨M1 , M2 , X, CTmt ⟩ from Mi , Wj verifies the
∗
∗
is the received
freshness of CTmt using the condition |CTmt
− CTmt | ≤ ∆T , where CTmt
time of the message by Wj and ∆T is the maximum transmission delay. If it’s false, then
Wj rejects login request. Otherwise, move on to the next step.
2) Wj computes as follows:
M3 = h(P IDTWj ∥ T P CWj ∥ CTmt )
′
= M1 ⊕ M3
rmt
′
M4 = h(M1 ∥ rmt
∥ CTmt )
Wj checks that M4 =M2 . If this is false, the session is rejected. Otherwise, two random
nonces rwd and b are generated, along with the current timestamp CTwd .
3) Wj computes as follows:
M5 = h(P IDTWj ∥ T P CWj ∥ CTwd ) ⊕ rwd
′
SKYij = h(P IDTWj ∥ T P CWj ∥ rmt
∥ rwd ∥ CTmt ∥ CTwd ∥ b.X)
M6 = h(M1 ∥ M5 ∥ SKYij ∥ CTmt ∥ CTwd )
Z = b.G
Wj then transmits the message ⟨M5 , M6 , Z, CTwd ⟩ to Mi via open channel.
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4) After Mi gets the message ⟨M5 , M6 , Z, CTwd ⟩ from Wj , Mi checks the timestamp
∗
∗
CTwd using |CTmt
− CTmt | ≤ ∆T , where CTmt
is the receiving time of the message. If
this is true, then Mi is computes as follows:
′
′
′
rwd
= M5 ⊕ h(P IDTW
∥ T P CW
∥ CTwd )
j
j
′
′
′
′
SKYij = h(P IDTWj ∥ T P CWj ∥ rmt ∥ rwd
∥ CTmt ∥ CTwd ∥ a.Z)
′
M7 = h(M1 ∥ M5 ∥ SKYij ∥ CTmt ∥ CTwd )
Mi then verifies that M7 = M6 . If it is true, then Mi authenticates Wj , otherwise the
session stops immediately. Finally, Wj shares the session key (SKYij = SKYij′ ) with Mi
for secure communication. As a result, Wj and Mi authenticate each other.
Login and authentication phases are presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Login, authentication and key agreement phase
2.5. Password and biometric update phase. If Ui wants to change his password and
biometric, he can do the following:
1) Ui enters his identity IDTi , password P Sio and biometric information BMio to his/her
Mi . Mi , then calculates αio = Rep(BMio , βi ) to make HD(BMio , BMi ) ≤ t, in which BMi
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is the registered biometrics, and poi = h(IDTi ∥ P Sio ∥ αio ) mod m. Mobile terminal checks
the constraints poi = pi . If this is verified, then IDTi , P Sio and BMio are considered to be
correct, else this phase in halted by Mi .
2) Ui selects P Sin as his new password, and/or biometric information BMin in Mi . If Ui
does not want to change one of the messages, he can choose one that is already popular.
Mi then calculates Gen(BMin ) = (αin , βin ), where αin is the biometric key and βin is the
public reproductive parameter related to BMin .
3) Mi computes the following:
pni = h(IDTi ∥ P Sin ∥ αin ) mod m
′
P IDTW
= rj ⊕ h(IDTi ∥ αio ∥ P Sio )
j
′
′
T P CW
= qj ⊕ h(IDTi ∥ αio ∥ P Sio ∥ P IDTW
)
j
j
n
′
n
n
′
qj = T P CWj ⊕ h(IDTi ∥ αi ∥ P Si ∥ P IDTWj ) =
T CPWj ⊕ h(IDTi ∥ αin ∥ P Sin ∥ P IDTWj )
′
rjn = P IDTW
⊕ h(IDTi ∥ αin ∥ P Sin ) = P IDTWj ⊕ h(IDTi ∥ αin ∥ P Sin )
j
4) Lastly, Ui replaces pi , qi , ri and βi with pni , qin , rin and βin in his Mi , respectively.
Figure 3 summarized the password and biometric update phase.

Figure 3. Password and biometric update phase
3. Formal security analysis. We show the formal security analysis of the scheme to
confirm that attacker A cannot retrieve the secret parameters IDTi , P Si , αi and SKYij .
Our formal security analysis follows the same procedure as [9-10]. We define the following
random oracle:
Reveal: It outputs a hash input x, without any condition, from a comparable hash
output y, where y=f(x).
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Theorem 3.1. Let the hash function h(·) behaves like a random oracle and the mobile device of Ui is lost or stolen by A. Also, A knows the communication massages
⟨M1 , M2 , X, CTmt , M5 , M6 , Z, CTwd ⟩. Still our scheme is safe against the attacker A to
get the identity IDTi , password P Si and biometric secret key αi of Ui .
Proof
Suppose the attacker A gets the identity IDTi , password P Si and biometric secret
key αi of Ui from the parameters ⟨Gen(·), Rep(·), m, G, βi , t, h(·), pi , qj , rj ⟩ of the mobile
device of Ui , the experimental algorithm Exp1HASH
A,AP W and the communication message
⟨M1 , M2 , X, CTmt , M5 , M6 , Z, CTwd ⟩. Define the success probability for Exp1HASH
A,AP W as
below: succ1 = P r[Exp1HASH
=1]
−
1,
where
Pr[M]
is
probability
of
event
M.
A,AP W
We define the advantage function for this experiment as Adv1(t1 , qr1 ) = M axE {succ1},
where the maximum depends on all attackers with execution time t1 , and number of
queries qr1 sent to Reveal oracles. Our scheme is safe against attacker A to get IDTi and
P Si if Adv1(t1 , qr1 ) ≤ ε, for small ε > 0. From the experimental algorithm Exp1HASH
A,AP W ,
we see that if A has the ability to find the inverse of the hash function, then only A can
obtain IDTi and P Si , and wins the game. But it is not feasible to find the inverse of the
hash function in polynomial time, Adv1(t1 , qr1 ) ≤ ε, for small ε > 0. Hence, our scheme
is secured against A to get IDTi , P Si and αi of Ui .
Theorem 3.2. Assuming that the hash function behave as random oracles and attacker
A intercepts the communicated messages ⟨M5 , M6 , Z, CTwd ⟩. Attacker A still cannot the
session key SKYij .
Proof
Let us assume that an attacker A can compute the session key SKYij from the communicated messages ⟨M5 , M6 , Z, CTwd ⟩ and the experimental algorithm Exp2HASH
A,AP W . Define
HASH
HASH
the success probability succ2 for Exp2A,AP W as below: succ2 = P r[Exp2A,AP W = 1] − 1,
where Pr[M] is probability of event M.
We define the advantage function for this experiment as Adv2(t2 , qr2 ) = M axE {succ2},
where the maximum depends on all the attackers with execution time t2 , and number of
queries qr2 sent to reveal oracles. Our scheme is safe against the attacker A to compute
SKYij if Adv2(t2 , qr2 ) ≤ ε, for small ε > 0. From the experiment algorithm Exp2HASH
A,AP W ,
we see that if A has the ability to find the inverse of the hash function, then only A can
compute the session key SKYij and wins the game. But it is not feasible to find the
inverse of the hash function in polynomial time, Adv2(t2 , qr2 ) ≤ ε, for small ε > 0 for any
sufficiently small ε > 0. Therefore, A cannot find the session key SKYij .
4. Informal security analysis. Informal security analysis in this section, we informally
demonstrate that our solution can withstand a variety of known attacks.
4.1. Stolen mobile terminal attack. Let opponent A gets a lost or stolen mobile terminal Mi of valid user Ui , which is A realistic situation. A can easily take out the information ⟨Gen(·), Rep(·), m, G, βi , t, h(·), pi , {(qj , rj )|j = 1, 2, 3, ..., n}⟩ from the memory of
Mi where pi = h(IDTi ∥ P Si ∥ αi ) mod m, qj = T P CWj ⊕ h(IDTi ∥ αi ∥ P Si ∥ P IDTWj )
and rj = P IDTWj ⊕ h(IDTi ∥ αi ∥ P Si ).
Suppose A somehow gets the biometric secret αi of Ui . Then A can guess IDTi∗ and P Si∗ ,
and compute p∗i = h(IDTi∗ ∥ P Si∗ ∥ αi ) mod m. However, A cannot check the correctness
of IDTi∗ and P Si∗ because Pi is a fuzzy verifier. Hence, A cannot guess the password P Si
of Ui off-line. Therefore, stolen mobile terminal attack is not possible in our scheme even
if A has knowledge of two factors.
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Algorithm 1: Exp1HASH
A.AP W
1 Eavesdrop the communication message < M1 , M2 , X, CTmt >;
2 Call Reveal oracle M2 to retrieve information M1 , rmt , and CTmt as
′
′
(M1′ ||rmt
||CTmt
) ← Reveal(M2 );
′
′
3 if M1 = M1 &CTmt = CTmt then
⊕ ′
4
Compute A1 = M1 rmt
;
′
′
and CTmt as
5
Call Reveal oracle on A1 to retrive information P IDTW
, T CPW
j
j
′′
′′
′′
(P IDTWj ||T CPWj ||CTmt ) ← Reveal(A1 );
′′
6
if CTmt
= CTmt then
7
Extract the parameters < Gen(·), Rep(·), m, G, βi , t, h(·), pi , qj , rj > from
the mobile terminal; ⊕
′′
8
Compute A2 = P IDTW
rj ;
j
9
Call Reveal oracle on A2 to retrive information IDTi , αi′ and P Si as
(IDTi′ ||αi′′ ||P Si′ ) ← Reveal(A2 );
10
Compute p∗i = h(IDTi′ ||P Si′ ||αi′′ )mod m;
11
if p∗i = pi then
12
Accept IDTi′ , P Si′ , and αi′′ as correct identify, password and biometric
secret of Ui ;
13
return(1), Success;
14
15
16
17
18
19

else
return(0), Failure;
else
return(0), Failure;
else
return(0), Failure;

4.2. Man in the middle attack. Let us suppose that A intercepts Mg1 =< M1 , M2 , X,
CTmt > tries to change this message so that the changed message will be confirmed by Wj
a
a
as a real login request. To this end, A can generate CTmt
, rmt
and aa as current timestamp
and random nonces, respectively. However, to calculate M1a = h(P IDTWj ∥ T P CWj ∥
a
a
a
a
CTmt
) ⊕ rmt
and M2a = h(M1a ∥ rmt
∥ CTmt
), A needs P IDTWj and T P CWj . This means
that A needs IDTi and P Si and αi . Without these credentials, A cannot create a genuine
a
M g1′ = < M1a , M2a , X a , CTmt
>. In addition, A cannot create other valid messages
Mg2 =< M5 , M6 , Z, CTwd >. Therefore, this attack is not possible in our scheme.
4.3. Stolen wearable device attack. Assume that A has lost Wj . These are not tamper
resistant devices. Therefore, A can obtain {P IDTWj , T P CWj , G} from Wj ’s memory.
Since IDTWj is protected by the hash function P IDTWj = h(T P CWj ∥ k), it is an
arduous task for A to find IDTWj without the knowledge of k. Also, the secret key KYWj
is protected under one-way hash function h(·). So, our scheme resists this attack.
4.4. Replay attack. Suppose A intercepts and replays the login message < M1 , M2 , X,
CTmt > of Ui from public channel. Wj would not be able to verify this message because
it will fail in the freshness test of timestamp CTmt . Suppose that A replaces this message
e
e
is the current timestamp. Obviously, the freshness
>, where CTmt
as < M1 , M2 , X, CTmt
test will pass, but this replay would fail because the timestamp CTmt was used to calculate
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′
M4 = h(M1 ∥ rmt
∥ CTmt ). Therefore, when Wj computes M4∗ , it would be different
from M4 because timestamp CTmt is not used. For the same reason, A could not replay
the message < M5 , M6 , Z, CTwd > from Wj to Ui . Therefore, this attack is not possible
in our scheme.

Algorithm 2: Exp2HASH.CHDLP
EP −U AC
1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Intercept the communication message < M5 , M6 , Z, CTwd >;
Call Reveal oracle on M6 to retrieve information M1 , M5 , SKYij , CTmt , and CTwd
′
′
as (M1′ ||M5′ ||SKYij′ ||CTmt
||CTwd
) ← Reveal(M6 );
′
′
if M5 = M5 & CTwd = CTwd then
′
′
Compute M6∗ = h(M1′ ||M5′ ||SKYij′ ||CTmt
||CTwd
);
∗
if M6 = M6 then
Accept SKYij′ as the correct value of the session key;
return(1), Success;
else
return(0), Failure;
else
return(0), Failure;

4.5. Impersonation attack. Assuming the message Mg1 =< M1 , M2 , X, CTmt > be intercepted by A, he attempts to impersonate Ui by sending a legitimate login message to
a
a
and aa . Also, in order to create a true login request
, rmt
Wj . Then he creates CTmt
′
a
a
a
a
message Mg1 =< M1 , M2 , X , CTmt
>, the values of M1a = h(P IDTWj ∥ T P CWj ∥
a
a
a
a
CTmt
) ⊕ rmt
and M2a = h(M1a ∥ rmt
∥ CTmt
) are required for A. Both of them need
P IDTWj and T P CWj which need IDTWj , P Si and αi . So, user impersonation attack is
not attainable for A. Likewise, from the message Mg2 =< M5 , M6 , Z, CTwd >, the Wj impersonation attack is averted as the generation of Mg2 also requires P IDTWj and T P CWj .
Therefore, our scheme is free from the impersonation attack.
4.6. Anonymity and untraceability. Suppose that A intercepts Mg1 =< M1 , M2 , X,
CTmt > and Mg2 =< M5 , M6 , Z, CTwd >. Because of the use of random nonces and the
current timestamps, the messages exchanged during the login, and authentication and
key protocol phases are distinct for each session. Also, IDTi , IDTWj and P IDTWj are
not included directly in the messages. Therefore, both anonymity and untraceability are
protected in this scheme.
4.7. Password change attack. Suppose A has a lost mobile terminal Mi . A can
then obtain ⟨Gen(·), Rep(·), m, G, βi , t, h(·), pi , {(qj , rj )|j = 1, 2, 3, ..., n}⟩ for all n Wj ′ s
from the memory of Mi [11-12]. But, as explained in stolen MT attack, A cannot get
IDTi , P Si , αi , P IDTWj and T CPWj . Therefore, without having IDTi , P Si and αi , the
checking process of these credentials will fail. Even when A tries to change the correct
P Si with the incorrect/fake P Si′ , he cannot verify it, so the password will not be changed
in Mi . Hence the password change attack is not there in our scheme.
4.8. Denial of service attack. If A can change the information of the legitimate user
in the verification table stored at the server side, then the legitimate user will not be able
to log in, which is a denial of service attack(DoS). In our scheme, Wj dose not maintain
a table to hold the user related information and, hence, this type of DoS attack is not
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possible in it. Also, the DoS attack [13] caused by the loss of synchronization amount
dose not exist in our scheme, because Mi nor Wj updates any parameter in its memory
in each session of the authentication phase.
5. Conclusion. This paper designs a wearable device user authentication protocol based
on fuzzy extraction technique. We performed a formal security analysis of our solution
using a random oracle model. We introduced its informal security analysis to show that
it is safe against a variety of known attacks. The simulation results show that the scheme
provides the confidentiality and mutual authentication of the session key. Based on performance analysis, our solution provides better security and lower communication costs.
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